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the zelotes t80 is a great mouse, and for me, it is the best mouse i have used so far. it is really easy to use
and works great. i have no problem with it. i will buy another one. this is my first touchpad mouse and it

works great. the zelotes t80 is a superb little gaming mouse, which is priced in an absolutely perfect place for
a superb mouse like this. it looks and feels great, comes with almost everything you need and is priced at the
right level. if you are looking for a top quality mouse, i definitely recommend this mouse. i think the setting
options for dpi are really great. you can use the software to choose which number of dpi you would like to

have at the respective level. the mouse is really super fast, picks up every little movement and is very
precise. and the mouse works flawlessly on different materials (mousepad, desk top, floor). immediately after

exiting skyrim, my zelotes f14 mouse decided i have schizophrenia and now the mouse's buttons aren't
working correctly. the left mouse won't even function; when the cursor hovers over an icon, it highlights, but
does nothing when clicked. the right mouse buttons works just fine. the third mouse button (because gaming

mouse) automatically begins to do that mass highlight thing without me clicking it. strangely enough, it is
that third mouse button that now does all the functions that the left mouse would normally do, which really

pets my peeve. the mouse wheel and two extra mouse buttons seem to work accordingly. it's just that pesky
left mouse and third mouse button that are really getting my goat.
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Important Note: I used the Logitech Software Manager to configure the mouse, but you can also do this using
the Logitech Control Center. Once you have set up your mouse, a mouse profile is created automatically in

the Logitech Control Center on your computer. Logitech Control Center is available for Windows and macOS.
Like the previous models, the T80 is also well suited as a mobile mouse. You can use the USB mouse cable

that comes with the mouse and the included rechargeable battery to charge the mouse without a computer. If
you want to charge the mouse using the Zelotes charging stand (Zelotes T80 Mouse Charging Stand), you can
do this on the included charging stand. This charging stand also has a USB port so you can charge the mouse

using a computer if you want. The on-the-fly calibration feature does not work with many popular mouse
calibration programs, including [ http://www.mice and keyboard.com ]. Please be aware of this when

purchasing a mouse for use with the software. The Zelotes T80 software measures your hand size and adjusts
the mouse appropriately. It is also possible to adjust the size of the mouse using the mouse and the scroll

wheel. You have to use the mouse, which is not really supported and is really hard to use. Note: The software
is only supported in Windows XP. The Zelotes T80 is a wireless gaming mouse that comes with an adjustable
feature to change its DPI level. The seven-button mouse is rechargeable and can be used with just one USB

cable and the Logitech Gaming Software. It supports Steam VR and has a joystick button for simplicity
purposes. It also comes with additional gaming-specific features like a FPS digital compass and the Zerglaawft
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